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PART-A
(tvtaximum ma*s : l0)

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question cames

2 marks.

- l. Who is an 'alien enemy' ?

2. What do you mean by 'Doctrine of quantum merit' ?

l. What is 'implied condition' ?

4. Who is a Minor ?

5. What is a Factory as given in Factories Act ? (5 x 2=10)

PART-B
(Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer any fve of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

A7 t. Stut" any six essentials ofa valid irceptance.

/\/Z. Oenn" the term undue inlluence. List out the essential elements of undue
' inflrcrres.

3. Explain the term 'lien'- State the conditions to be fulfilled to exercise the

right of lien by an wrpaid seller.

4. Distinguish between conditions & warranties.

5. Explain the special p,rovisions given in Factories Act regarding the employment

of women.

, ,l O State any six essential elements of a valid offer.

7. Explain'the term 'perfonnance of contract'. Who can perform the contract ?

(5 x 6=30)
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PART- C

(Maximum marks : 60)

(Answer one full qrrcslion from each unit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNtr - I

r.. III Explain various classifications of contracls as given in Contracts Act. l5

On

(a) What is consideration ? Explain various essential elements of consideration.

(b) Write a note on capacity of a person to enter into contract.

Unrr - II

What do you mean by Breach of Contract ? Briefly explain various remedies

available to an injured party in case of Breach of Contract.

On

Explain dre various circumstances causing the consent of a party not to be free.
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UNn - III

VII State the differences between sale and :

(i) Mortgage (ii) Bailment

VIII (a) State thc essential elements of a contract of sale.

(b) Distinguish between sale and Agreement to sell.

IX

UNrr - IV

(a) Write notes on :

Factory Worker, Manufacturing pfocess, Power

(b) Briefly explain the provisions given in Factories Act regarding the working
hor.us of a young worker.

On

Explain variors safety measures provided in the Factories Act for workers.
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